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Abstract

A method of video coding for very low bit-rate channels, which is implemented using Cellular Neural
Network Universal Machine, is presented in the following report. The presented method combines
elements of a standard approach to video coding with elements of second generation video-coding
techniques. Inter-fiame coding is performed using standard block-based motion estimation procedure,
while intra-irame coding is based on vectorquantization approach. To satisfyconstraints imposed by very
low bit-rate channel throughput, a number of bytes which were considered to be used for representing
video sequence frames, was assumed to be lessthan 200. Simulations of the algorithm execution, based on
actual CNN UM chip parameter values, show feasibility of using the proposed method for real-time
implementation of very low bit-rate video coding.

1.

Introduction

This report is concerned with a Cellular Neural Network Universal Machine
{CNN UM) [1] application for coding of video sequences, which are to be transmitted
over very low bit-rate channels, such as voice channels of mobile telephony systems. For
existing mobile telephony system standards (such as Pan-European GSM, the American
IS-54 and IS-95, and Japanese systems) channel throughput rates range from 6.7 kbits/s
to 13.6 kbits/s. Since 10 frames/second is considered to be a minimum fimie rate which

gives satisfactory smooth perception of motion, no more than approximately 100 bytes
can be used for a single frame representation. It follows, that image compression ratios
higher than 250:1 must be ensured, if video sequence frames have QCIF {quarter
common intermediate format) format. Therefore, a very careful and at the same time very
fast (real-time) image analysis must be performed to satisfy these extremely high
requirements.

Several ways of very low bit-rate video coding realization have been studied so
far, however none of them proved to be general and superior with respect to other
approaches. The main feature of most of the proposed methods is use of block-based
motion estimation procedures as a means for inter-frame coding. Methods which were
proposed for intra-frame coding range from transform-based (e.g. DCT-based [2],
suggested by H.263 standard), through vector quantization- [3], and quad tree-based
techniques to fractal coding [4]. A common denominator for the proposed methods is to
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consider images as a collection of pixels, where relevant information is contained in pixel
gray level distributions.
Severe problems in obtaining satisfactory results for very low bit-rate video
coding using conventional approaches led to the formulation of the concept of so called
"second generation" or "object-oriented" video coding techniques [5]. The main idea
underlying second generation video coding techniques is to consider images as a
collection of objects rather than as a collection of pixels. This approach can potentially
lead to very efficient image coding, however, much more complex image analysis is
required to generate contents-based image representation. An important feature of second
generation techniques is acknowledgment of the importance of Human Visual System
(HVS) properties in a coding procedure. A unified framework for object-oriented video
coding techniques is to be the MPEG-4 standard, which is expected to be issued by the
end of 1997 [6].
The following paper presents a video coding method which combines a
conventional approach to video coding with elements suggested by object-oriented
techniques. CNN UM is considered to be a physical means of the method
implementation, since it offers a sufficient computing speed for performing real-time,
complex image analysis. The main elements of the proposed method are the following:
•

standard block-based motion estimation procedure for inter-frame coding
multi-stage vector quantization-based approach for intra-fhime image coding

detection of facial objects (mouth and eyes), which is intended to focus intraframe image coding algorithm on regions which are of special significance for a
subjective evaluation of a result quality

Computer simulations of the algorithm operation which are shown in the paper
were based on actual parameters of physically manufactured CNN UM integrated circuits
[7],[8]. Since CNN UM is a parallel processing structure, most of the procedures of the
presented video coding method were implemented in parallel. An estimated time of the
algorithm execution for a single QCIF-format frame ranges from approximately 16 to 58
milliseconds, depending on used parameter value set. To comply with constraints
imposed by very low bit channel throughput rates, a number of bytes used for
representing every frame (i.e. for encoding both motion information and intra-frame
parameters) were set between one hundred and two hundred.

The structure of the paper is the following. A brief description of an architecture
of CNN UM which is considered to be a framework for the physical implementation of
the proposed method is given in Section 2. A description of a general approach used for a
realization of video coding is presented in Section 3. A CNN UM implementation of
inter-frame and intra-frame video coding procedures is shown in Section 4. Results of the

algorithm application for coding of standard video sequences "Claire" and "Miss
America" [9] are described in Section 5.

2.

The physical framework of the method
An architecture of the CNN UM which has been used in deriving the presented

video coding algorithm is based on actual VLSI realization presented in [7]. The structure
which was considered throughout simulations is a two-dimensional array of locally
interconnected cells. The size of the array is assumed to fit a size of QCIF image format,
i.e. array is composed of 144 rows and 176 columns.
Block diagram of the single circuit processing element - a cell - is shown in Fig.l.
The cell core implements dynamic behavior required by the CNN paradigm [10]. Every
cell contains also two banks of local memories: analog (LAMs) and logic (LLMs) which
are used to store input data as well as intermediate processing results. Finally, processing
in every cell can be disabled/enabled using Fixed State Map controlling lines.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram ofthe circuit cell
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A general structure of video coding algorithms

Block diagram which illustrates a standard approach to video coding is presented
in Fig.2. The procedure is composed of two main steps: motion estimation (inter-frame
coding) and coding of motion prediction error (intra-frame coding).
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Fig.2. Block diagram ofvideo codingprocedure

A sequence frame
and a reconstructed form of the preceding frame ' rf„ constitute the input of the video coding procedure. The first operation of the algorithm is
the motion estimation procedure (ME). The goal of motion estimation is to determine
changes in consecutive image frames which are due to image objects displacement and to
represent these changes using appropriately selected parameters. In block-based
techniques, translations of image blocks (usually of size 8x8 or 16x16 pixels) are
considered to be the only form of recognized motion. Parameters which characterize
motion for these techniques are motion vectors^ associated with every image block.

Motion vectors and the rf„ image are used to form a prediction of the frame /,+/ (denoted
pfn^i) which is being subtracted from the actual frame /,+/, yielding Residual Image.
Residual image represents a motion prediction error and it constitutes an input for the
next part of the procedure, referred to as Residual Image Approximation (RIA).
The goal of RIA procedure is to generate a good approximation of residual image
by means of possibly small number of parameters, providing this way information for
minimizing motion estimation error.
The last element of the video coding procedure is a reconstruction of the frame
fn^j (block R£C) which is based on motion vectors, approximation parameters and the
image rf„. A result of this operation - an image tfn^i - will be used as a reference for
coding the consecutive frame fn^2 (rfn-*-! is an image which is being reconstructed on the
receiving part of the system). A result of the video coding procedure which is passed to
the system output buffer and then is transmitted over the channel, consists of motion
vectors and residual image approximation parameters.

4.

CNN UM implementation of the video coding algorithm

The video coding method presented in this report implements the general idea
presented in the previous section. Since block-based motion estimation techniques has
been recommended in [6] as a way of inter-frame coding, this approach has been adopted
in the algorithm. Of many existing ways of intra-frame coding implementation, vector
quantization (VQ) technique has been selected. The basic idea of vector quantization is to
approximate image areas with best matching elements selected from some pre-defined
code-book. One of possible ways which can be used in estimating a similarity between
two-dimensional functions is to evaluate results of their two-dimensional cross-

correlation. Since the basic operations executed by CNNs are two-dimensional crosscorrelation, CNN UM is well-suited for implementing VQ-based intra-frame coding
algorithms.

4.1.

Motion Estimation Procedure

The proposed video coding method implements block-based inter-fimne coding,
i.e. every frame is considered to be a collection of non-overlapping square blocks.
Following recommendations given by H.26x and MPEG-4 standards, motion estimation
is performed for blocks of size 8x8 pixels. Blocks are subject to horizontal and vertical
shifts within the range [-75 .. +75] pixels. The sequence of the following operations is
being repeated during estimating a motion introduced by a frame/,+/ (see Fig.3):
7. Frame shifts
Frame ifn is being shifted by one pixel either in horizontal or vertical direction in
every iteration. Assuming that frame rfn is implemented using cell LAMs which are
currently selected to act as cell inputs, frame shifts can be realized using a simple
template of the form:
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2. Frame comparison
A similarity between frames is being determined by analyzing absolute values of the
frame subtraction result, averaged within blocks of size 8x8 pixels. If frame rf„ is
represented by inputs of array cells and frame /,+; is a CNN bias array (Z), then the
frame subtraction is realized using the template:
A=[Ol

B = [-7 ],

Absolute value of the obtained result is being computed in two steps. First, the
subtraction result is being thresholded (at zero-level), using the template:
A = [4],

B = [0],

Z = 0

Next, frame subtraction results for which thresholding yielded negative values, are
being inverted. This can be done using the following template:
A = [Ol

B = [.7],

Z = 0

and a fixed state map, initialized with inverted results of the thresholding operation.
Finally, absolute values of frame subtraction results (which represent comparison
error) are subject to averaging within 8x8 pixel blocks. This is performed by means of
the following averaging template:

A=[0}

B =

Z = 0

To satisfy constraints imposed by CNN UM chip physical implementation this
template is appropriately decomposed, using the procedure presented in [11].
3. Result analysis

If for any block an averaged error computed using the presented sequence of steps is
lower than the one obtained in previous iterations, a motion estimation result is being
appropriately updated.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram ofthe CNN UM motion estimation algorithm

A set of motion vectors, associated with every block of a fiame f/Ii is a result of the
motion estimation procedure. Motion vectors contain coordinates of the displacement of a
corresponding block, which resulted in the best match against the corresponding region of
the frame/,+/. To increase a compression ratio, this result is subject to fiirther analysis: if
motion vectors of four neighboring blocks are the same, they are grouped into a single
block of size 16x16 pixels.
The last part of motion estimation procedure is a formation of predicted form of
the frame /,+/ (pf„+j). To decrease block artifacts, additional filtering is performed, by
convoluting boundary block regions with an appropriate averaging filter.

4.2.

Residual image approximation

The second part of the proposed video coding method - residual image
approximation - is based on pattern matching technique. A general idea is to approximate
residual image using a set of best matching patterns from a pre-defined code-book. A
number of used patterns should be sufficiently small, to satisfy constraints imposed by
very low channel throughput. Patterns are two-dimensional discrete pixel gray-level
distributions and they are represented by two-dimensional matrices with appropriately
normalized elements. Pattern matching is realized by performing cross-correlation
between residual image and code-book matrices. A result of matching an image U

(U=[My]) with a matrix T' {V =[7*/]) isan image

=Z E
k

(Y^ = [y; ]), such that:

i=I..M.J=I..N ,k.l=-R/2..R/2

1

where: M,N denote respectively image height and width, and code-book elements are of
size RxR.

Note, that the presented formula describes the operation of an uncoupled CNN,
where the matrix
corresponds to B-template. Therefore, CNNs provide a
straightforward framework for implementation of vector quantization techniques.
The similarity of the given image region with a code-book element is proportional
to the magnitude of the correlation result. A straightforward implementation of the

pattern matching procedure is to apply all code-book elements to the image of interest,
and then to select the best fitting ones as the image approximating set (using correlation
magnitude to be a selection criterion). However, two main problems arise while
attempting to use this approach in the very low bit-rate video coding case.
The former problem is concerned with a subjective evaluation of an image quality. For
the class of images containing human faces (which is of interest from the point of view of
video-telephony applications) this evaluation diverges from the objective norms. Even
slight distortions in reconstructing facial expressions give unacceptable results, while
quite big errors made in other regions can be tolerated. Therefore, special emphasis
should be put on approximating facial image regions in the video coding procedure.
The latter problem concerns a choice of size of code-book elements. On the one hand, a
code-book used for image approximation should contain an exhaustive amount of
possible patterns and since a number of possible patterns grows exponentially with a
pattern size, 2-D functions of small size should be used. On the other hand, to cover
possibly large areas using a small number of code-book elements, their size should be as
large as possible.

To provide satisfactory results of VQ-based residual image coding, an algorithm
which takes into account an importance of both of presented problems, has been proposed

(Fig.4). Two major modifications were introduced to the simple pattern matching
approach:

facial objects detection procedure has been added at the beginning of the
algorithm

residual image is being approximated using different code-books which are
being applied in the pipelined manner
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Fig.4. Blockdiagram ofresidual image approximationprocedure

The goal of facial objects detection is to determine image regions where facial
expression changes occur in consecutive frames. Since pattemmatching technique can be
realized very efficiently by CNNs, this way was selected to implement facial objects
detection. A code-book used for facial feature detection has been designed to cover most

typical shapes observed for changes in eye and mouth expressions. A result of facial
objects detection procedure is a binary mask, which marks regions located around
detected facial features. A size and shape of these regions are determined by residual
image properties in areas adjacent to detected features. Residual image regions marked
by the produced binary mask will be handled with a special attention during the
remaining part of the coding procedure.
The main idea underlying an application of a sequence of pipelined pattem
matching procedures is to gradually refine the quality of residual image approximation.
Three consecutive pattem matching steps, each utilizing a different code-book, have been

used in the proposed method. After each of the pattern matching steps is completed,
residual image is being updated and it is fed as an input to the next step.
The code-book which is used in the first pattern matching step contains 110
elements of size 9x9 which implement mostly low-order 2-D Gabor functions. The main
role of the first pattern matching step is to approximate relatively large and smooth
residual image regions. The maximum size of template elements which are used in the
algorithm - 9x9 - is determined by limited accuracy of their physical implementation in
actual CNN UM chips. Some of elements of the code-book used in the first part of the
procedure are shown in Fig.5a.
Majority of the second code-book 100 elements implement smoothed twodimensional, low order Walsh functions of size 6x6. The second code-book is intended to

approximate these areas of residual image, where abrupt changes in an image intensity
are encountered and some of the code-book elements are shown in Fig.Sb.
Finally, the third code-book contains 46 elements of size 3x3 and 2x2. The role of
the last step is to approximate small residual image areas as well as to eliminate all errors
introduced during the two previous steps of the procedure.

m

Fig.5 Selected elements ofGabor-based (a.) and Walsh-based (b.) code-books; 3-D plot
ofpixel gray-level distribution for highlighted element ofthefirst code-book (c.).
Code-book element matching procedure is composed of two steps. First, every
code-book element is being applied to the image. This operation is performed in parallel
for the whole image by setting appropriate CNN UM template and performing an
execution phase. For example, a form of the template which is used to evaluate a match
with a code-book element shown in Fig.Sc is the following:
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Since CNN UM chips, which are considered as a framework for the proposed method
realization, provide only nearest-neighbor cell interconnections, the template presented
above is subject to an appropriate decomposition (again, based on the method described
in [11]).

The second part of the code-book pattem matching procedure is a selection of a
set patterns which are to be used for residual image representation. Element selection
process is performed at first for regions marked by the priority mask. To increase total
image area which is covered by chosen pattems, a simple mechanism which prevents
their extensive overlap is introduced. Namely, residual image is split into blocks of size
of currently used templates, and it is assumed that no more than a single element can be
selected within each block.

A result of the residual image approximation procedure is a set of parameters
which contains:

•
•

indices of code-book elements selected for residual image representation
locations of these elements within an image

•

exact values of correlation obtained for these elements

Given this information, image if„ and motion vectors, frame f„^i is being
reconstructed and appropriately filtered (to eliminate noise-like errors) in the last step of
the intra-frame coding procedure, yielding the image

4.3.

CNN UM algorithm for realization of the pattern matching procedure

A sequence of steps - executea template/ analyze and update results - is the main
category of operations performed during realization of the video coding algorithm.
During motion estimation part of the video coding algorithm, template executions
implement frame shifting, frame subtraction and error calculation, and output of these
operations is used for updating results obtained for previous steps. During residual image
approximation part of the algorithm, template execution implements matching of a
consecutive pattems with the residual image and results of these operations are used to
update results obtained so far.
To implement a procedure of the parallel analysis and update of intermediate
processing results using CNN UM, an appropriate algorithm, which exploits cell local
analog and logic memories, has been developed. Let us consider the case of pattem
matching procedures. A processing result is being formed in an iterative way - every
consecutive template application might contribute to its final form. Three arrays of values
are being used to accumulate and maintain intermediate results produced during
preceding iterations of the procedure. Since CNN cell output magnitudes provide a
measure of a given pattem match, the first array is used to store largest values which
were encountered so far for each cell. This array of values is referred to as Match Map
and it is implemented by using a single LAM of every cell. Since only a single, bestmatching pattem per template-sized block {9x9 for the first, 6x6 for the second and 3x3
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for the third code-book) is of interest, only a maximum cell output for every block is
being recorded. Therefore, Match Map has a mosaic-like structure - all entries within a
block are set to the same value (i.e. to local maximum).
To determine locations of best matching pattems within each template-size block, the
second array of values is used. Elements of this array are binaiy - a single *high' entry
per block is used to indicate an exact position, where the best matctog code-book
element was centered. The array is referred to as a Location Map and it is implemented
using a single LLM of every cell. Finally, the third array of values is used to identify the
best matching element (code-book index) selected for every block.
The following CNN UM algorithm, presented in Fig.6, implements a single
iteration of the "execute template/analyze and update results" operation performed during
residual image approximation part of the algorithm.
•

Matching of a consecutive pattem
The operation is realized by executing appropriate CNN template. Resulting cell
output magnitudes, which represent matches of the currently used pattem with all
image regions, are temporarily saved in cell local analog memories.

•

Local maxima determination.

Maximum cell outputs are being determined for template-sized blocks in this step.
This operation can be done using a nonlinear LOCMAX template [12], however
another approach, which speeds up the processing, has been implemented. The

basic idea istocompare outputs ofcells located atthe distance 2* from each other
(where ^ is a positive integer) and assign the higher value to both cells. The
procedure is performed first in horizontal and then in vertical direction; it requires
application of simple 1x3 templates and appropriate fixed state maps.
After the operation is completed, outputs of cells which belong to each block are
set to the maximum result of correlation encoimtered in this block. An array of
values produced during the procedure is referred to as an iteration match map.
•

Local maxima location determination.

A parallel implementation of search for local maxima locations is done by
subtracting iteration match map from a pattem matching result (stored in the first
phase of the algorithm) and thresholding the result at the level T<0. In effect, a
binary image, containing a single black pixel in every image block is produced.
This image is stored in one of cell's LLMs.
•

Match Map update.

Match Map update is performed in parallel in the following two steps. First,
current version of the match map is being subtracted from the iteration match
map, and the result is being thresholded at the zero-level (a single template is
12

sufficient to perform this task). This way areas where better matches were
obtained in the current iteration are marked and they are used as a fixed slate map

in the second step of the procedure, which is a selectiveupdate of the Match Map.
The areas of iteration match map which are marked by the fixed state map are
being copied to the Match Map, yielding its new form.
Location map update

The last operation of the procedure is an update of the pattern location map,
which is realized similarly to the match map update. For the blocks which are
selected to be updated, location map is being modified.
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Fig.6 A single iteration ofresidual image approximation procedure. Shaded area in
updated location map indicates region updated in current iteration.

After all code-book elements have been applied to the image, match map shows
how well various patterns fit to various image regions. The last operation of image
approximation procedure (performed for every code-book) is a selection of a set of best
fitting elements. Instead of using any of data sorting (basically sequential) algorithms, the
Match Map values are subject to an iterative thresholding procedure. Af^er each step has
been performed, a threshold value is being appropriately adjusted, so eventually only a
required number of code-book elements is selected (unless no sufficiently good matches
are present in the match map). This procedure can be easily implemented in parallel, and
requires a use of simple CNN templates.
An algorithm which is used to analyze results and perform appropriate updates
during motion estimation part of the video coding procedure is analogous to the one
presented above. The only operation which is assumed to be realized outside the CNN
UM is a final step of pattern matching procedure - a formation of an image which
approximates residual image. This image contains pattems selected during image
approximation procedure, placed in appropriate locations and scaled to match intensities
of original image regions.

5. Simulation results

The proposed algorithm operation has been simulated using CNN UM
prototyping system software. Two standard test sequences "Claire" and "Miss America"
were used as a source of input data. Ten frames per second rate was assumed as a video
stream frequency. The main goals of simulations were:
•

to test a quality of the proposed video coding algorithm, assuming a very
compact frame representation (100 and 200 bytes per frame)

to estimate a speed of the algorithm execution assuming that it is run on a
CNN UM chip.
An algorithm flow which illustrates processing of a single frame of the test
sequence "Claire" has been presented in Fig.7. In the presented case, hardly no motion
occurs for consecutive frames, however there is a significant change in a facial
expression. Therefore, motion estimation procedure results in a very poor prediction of
the frame/,+/. The whole task of correct image reconstruction is being performed during
the residual image approximation phase. Forty code-book elements were used to obtain a
final approximation of the residual image.
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Fig. 7 Main steps ofvideo coding procedure

Results of coding sequences "Claire" and "Miss America" for two different
number of bytes used to represent frames: 100 and 200, are shown respectively in
Fig.8a,b and Fig.9a,b. A number of code-book elements used for frame approximation
depended on the amount of motion information (motion parameters were encoded using
Huffman code) and varied from 20 to 60.
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F/g.(^ Reconstructedframes for "Miss America " test sequencefor 100 bytes (a.) and 200
bytes (b.) perframe representation.

%
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Fig.9 Reconstructedframes for "Claire" test sequencefor 100 bytes (a.) and 200 bytes
perframe representation.

For most of the presented firames, quality of images reconstructed using 100 bytes
per frame is not significantly worse than the one obtained using 200 bytes per frame.

However, in cases when a consecutive frame introduces a large amount of motion and
simultaneously, it brings significant changes in facial expressions, results obtained for the

former compression rate are of poor quality, which is illustrated in Fig.10.

Fig.10 Results offrame reconstruction using 100 bytes perframe (a.) and 200 bytes per
frame (b.)for the case when a large amount of motion and substantialchanges infacial
expressions are present

CNN UM parameter values used in simulations were based on measurement
results obtained for various physical realizations of CNN UM chips ([7] - parameter set
A, [8] - parameter set B) and are summarized in Table 1.
Operation

A

B

Template loading time

1.9

0.1

US

Time constant
Internai image transfers
FSM switching time

200

200

ns

200

200

ns

100

50

ns

Row input/output (analog)

200

200

ns

Row input/output (digital)

200

200

ns

Table 1: Parameter values for CNN UM chips

Table 2 summarizes an amount of various elementary operations performed
during execution of the video coding algorithm in CNN UM. Only the main and most
time-consuming operations were listed. It can be seen, that the most extensive
computations are being performed during a code-book elements matching. One can also
see, that template loading is one of the most frequently performed algorithm operations.
Therefore, an increase in a speed of template loading execution, significantly increases a

speed of the video coding task completion. This can be. seen when one compares total
time required for loading all necessary templates for the used parameter sets A and B,
which differ significantly in the template loading time.

Template
Execution
Motion Estimation
Facial Feature Detection

Template
Loading

Control

Internal

Extemal

Image

row

transfers

0

Transfers
3500
1700
10210
2007

13 860
4687
21806
1952

2700
13576
1952

42 285

23 018

9 524

17417

8 051

TOTAL TIME A [us]

8457

43 735

952

3483

810

TOTAL TIME B [us]

8457

2 300

476

3483

810

Code-book matching

Result Sorting and Residual

4790

1200
1700
6624

-

-

-

8051

Image Update
TOTAL OPERATIONS

Table 2; Elementary operations performed during the algorithm execution

Algorithm Execution time [ms]

Parameter set A

Parameter set B

58

16

Table 3: Estimated execution time for both parameter sets

Finally, Table 3 presents estimation of algorithm execution time, made for both
parameter sets, listed in Table 1. It can be seen, that even in the case of parameter set A
total processing time is almost twice shorter than the time interval available for
processing for 10 frames per second frame rate. Algorithm execution speed obtained for
the parameter set B is sufficient to encode video sequences using CNN UM chips which
implement arrays of lower size than 176x144 (CNN UM chips containing 176*144 cells
are not available at the moment). Since algorithm operations have local properties, it is
possible to perform the whole procedure as a sequence of operations performed
separately for appropriately overlapped parts of an image. Therefore, a size of CNN UM
chip reported in [7] - 64x64 - appears to be suffrcient for a single-chip realization of the
presented video coding method.

Conclusion

The presented report shows that CNN Universal Machine integrated circuits can
be considered as an attractive tool for performing very low bit-rate video coding. The
main advantage of the CNN UM - a processing speed - allows for application of complex
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computational procedures in real-time. For the presented video coding method, total
execution time required to encode a single frame ranges from 16 to 58 milliseconds under
an assumption that single CNN UM chip contains a sufficient number of cells. Although
this is not the case for currently available chips, it was pointed out that also CNN UM ICs
of much smaller size (e.g. the one reported in [7]) are capable to provide real-time video
coding using the presented method.
The main problem which has to be further studied concerns a quality of
reconstructed images, which appeared to be non-satisfactory if frames are to be
represented by only 100 bytes. Two main directions of research should be considered to
improve the video coding algorithm performance.
The first one is to improve the inter-frame coding procedure. A possible approach
within block-based methods framework is to perform motion estimation with a half-pixel
resolution, however this approach might result in increasing a number of bytes required
to represent a frame. Anodier way is to implement object-oriented motion estimation.
This solution would result in a significant increase in time required to estimate motion
(images must be segmented), but it could result in more compact and accurate
representation of motion information.
The second research direction which can improve the algorithm performance, is
concemed with further development of intra-frame coding methods. As far as the
presented VQ-based method is concemed, an extension and modification of used codebooks can be considered. Another approach which can be studied is to combine pattern
matching techniques with other video coding methods (e.g. transform-based methods can
be applied for coding regions of interest), however, to implement this idea, efficient CNN
UM implementation of these methods should be developed.
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